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Existing Service Standards
Service with a heart
• Including: CSE Award, seeking customer input, working with partner institutions, service
provision, alternative formats & timeliness
Access to information/L&T resources and tools
• Including: all things resource lists (availability, provision of items, support for staff),
meeting resource needs, inter-library requests, making changes in partnership with users
Supporting success
• Including: induction, 1-1 appointments with academic liaison librarians, study support
resources, Open Access support
Working in partnership
• Including: CPD for library staff, library teaching staff to contribute to peer review of
teaching scheme, student opportunities, SCONUL Access, provision of a pleasant learning
environment
• Aim for 90% satisfaction in NSS and Course Experience Survey (CES)
Full service standards: library.worc.ac.uk/customer-care

Reviewing our service
standards
Question: Do we need KPIs?
Aims of this review:
• To clarify student expectations
• Determine what makes a service ‘excellent’
• To create a fully student-led set of service standards
From our project report:

“the primary aim is to define what a quality library
service looks like to students; we will re-define service
standards to account for this.”

Method
• Semi-structured interviews with a cross section of
students
• Discussion should be kept high-level; concentrating
on what matters most to each individual - ‘Blue-sky’
approach
• Statements to be provided for each service area in
the format of: “I want ____ in order to/be able
to/to do _____.”
• Students to indicate expectations around delivery
and timescales

• Secondary data collection to ‘sense-check’ –
enables identification of ‘quick wins’, longer term
development projects and creation of new service
standards

Mystery Shopping at The
Hive
• Paid opportunity – 10 students, <2 hours each

• Aim to recruit a range of students
• Provided with basic training on ‘mystery shopping’,
service provision and expectations
• Use service standards and CSE criteria to determine
contents of the mystery shopping report (form)
• Students are each given a scenario that is relevant
to their studies

Online mystery shopping 2020-21

"They listened
attentively to my needs
and helped me above
and beyond
expectations."
"It was an exciting
experience,
and I had positive
response which was to
my advantage, as I have
an assignment I have to
commence with the
resources I found today."
“The mystery shopper
experience really made
me realise how helpful
Library Services and the
hive can be. I benefited
from this experience and
feel more confident with
this assessment. “

Benchmarking
Provide a structured framework for comparing customer
service across organisations
• Select Processes to be benchmarked
• Identify appropriate benchmarks
• Collect environment data for each institution (ensures
validity of comparisons)
• Decide on data collection methodology (Mystery
Shopping)
• Implement data collection methodology
• Compare results (analyse)
• Set new objectives / standards for the processes being
benchmarked (“stealing shamelessly”)
• Implement and embed changes
• Review performance measures
Oakland (1993) cited in Hart, L. (2002) “Benchmarking for Improvement”,
Statistics In Practice- Measuring & Managing
www.lboro.ac.uk/microsites/infosci/lisu/downloads/statsinpracticepdfs/hart.pdf

Impact – on the service
• In order to measure the impact of student
engagement on the service, we look at changes that
have been implemented or improvements that have
been made as a result of student engagement
projects.
• Each project undertaken includes a pre- and postimpact assessment
• In some cases these may have been made as a
direct response to student feedback, for example
the development of the study skills portal, and in
others they have come about as a result of both
student voice and an existing desire to develop the
service e.g. signage

Impact – on students
• The impact of student engagement work on the
entire student body, in addition to just those
students involved with engagement, is much harder
to measure accurately but is a crucial element in
judging the overall success of the role.
• We have looked at the following criteria, each of
which can, in part, help form a picture of this wider
impact of engagement:
• Formal and anecdotal student feedback on
changes made to the service as a result of
student engagement activities, for example in
CMC meetings, engagement sessions or in free
text comments on surveys
• Students’ overall satisfaction with Library
Services as measured by the NSS and
CES statistics and free text comments
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